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1 
To a large extent the literature on differential difference equations is con- 
cerned with equations with retarded arguments (see [l] or [5], for example). One 
reason for this is probably that differential difference equations usually occur 
in physical situations in which the independent variable is essentially time, and 
the most natural problems concern situations where the present state of the 
system depends on past history but not on future events. However, recently 
problems have arisen; see, for example, [2-4], which lead to equations with 
both retarded and advanced arguments-usually known as equations of mixed 
type* 
In one case the context is relativistic electrodynamics and symmetry con- 
siderations suggest that both past and future times enter into the equation. 
Such problems have been discussed by a number of authors including Driver [3] 
and Schulman [8]. The full equations are a complicated nonlinear system, and 
attention has usually been focused on attempting to analyze the behavior of 
relatively tractable model systems in the hope that this may indicate a profitable 
line of investigation in the general case. 
In extending the Debye-Htickel of electrolyte solutions, one approach [2] 
leads to a differential difference equation of mixed type for the averaged potential 
function. Here the independent variable is “space-like” rather than “time-like,” 
and there is no clear-cut physical distinction between “advanced” and “retarded” 
arguments. 
However, in the latter case at least, the formulation of the problem which 
arises naturally from the physics is to specify the unknown function over sub- 
intervals at both ends of the domain of the independent variable, and this 
leads to what one may call, by analogy with differential equation terminology, 
a boundary value problem. An example of such a problem is as follows. Let 
01, 7 be given real numbers with 0 < 01 < 7 < CO. Complex-valued functions 
are be used throughout and L,(- T, r is the usual complex Hilbert space. ) 
Suppose G E L,( -7, T) is given, and assume that $L and +R are given functions 
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defined and continuous on [-7 - a?, -T] and [T, r + LX], respectively. Consider 
the system (with dashes denoting differentiation) 
h[F”(x) - dF(x)] - bF(x) - a[F(x - a) + F(x + Lx]) 
= G(x) (-T<x<T), 
(1) 
F(x) = 4L(X) (-T - a <x < -7), 
= $R(X) (7 d x d 5- + 4, 
(2) 
where h E @, a, b, w E R, and where without loss of generality it is assumed 
that a > 0. This system is said to have a solution if there is a function F which 
is continuous on [-T - 01, T + a], which has absolutely continuous first 
derivative on [-T, T], and which satisfies (1) and (2). A variant of this system 
occurs in the electrolyte solution theory problem mentioned above. This is 
posed on a semi-infinite interval, and then the second boundary condition in (2) 
is dropped but F and its derivatives are required to be small at infinity. We 
concentrate here on the case of a finite interval, but most of the following analysis 
is still applicable although one or two rather obvious modifications to the results 
are needed. 
Boundary-valued problems for differential difference equations of mixed 
type have received attention from a few authors. A fairly general linear equation 
has been considered by Kamenskii and Myshkis [6], while nonlinear equations 
have been studied, for example, by Grimm and Schmitt [4] and Kamenskii and 
Myshkis [7]. Nevertheless it appears that several fundamental questions have 
not been fully resolved. For example, it has usually been necessary to make some 
fairly restrictive assumption on the size of the terms involving the deviating 
arguments. In the linear case the study of the equation without such restrictions 
leads naturally to questions about how the spectrum ought to be defined and 
about its location. In contrast to the situation for linear ordinary differential 
equations, little information about this seems to be available. It is the intention 
of the present note to attempt to exploit the relative simplicity of (1) above to 
throw light on some of the basic problems which arise in the study of systems 
of this type. 
The first question is as follows. For what values of /\ does the system have a 
unique solution ? Perhaps the most obvious way to proceed is first to make the 
boundary conditions homogeneous (by setting F = f + 4 with 4 a suitable 
function), and then to rewrite the equation in operator form as (U - B) f = h, 
where L essentially corresponds to the differential operator part of the equation, 
B to the part involving terms with deviating arguments, and where both are 
linear. In order to use the positive definiteness of L the “spectrum” u[L, B) of 
,iL - B is defined by analogy with the case of a single operator as the comple- 
ment of the set for which AL - B has a bounded inverse. The problem then 
becomes that of obtaining as much information as possible about o(L, B) and 
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this is one of the main aims here. In particular it is shown that for small CY. the 
extent of the spectrum is not much different from that of the corresponding 
ordinary differential equation obtained by setting 01 == 0. A second problem is to 
obtain bounds for the solution and this is done by deducing an estimate for 
I!(hL - B)-l Ij from a(L, B). Obviously these problems are also of importance in 
studying nonlinear generalizations of the equation if a theory is to be obtained 
based on assumptions less restrictive than that the terms involving the deviating 
arguments should be small in some sense. 
Another question is connected with the smoothness of the solution F at the 
end points &T. The formulation of the problem requires that any solution F 
is continuous on the whole interval [- 7 - 01,~ + IX], but even if the given 
boundary functions $t and $R are smooth, F will in general have a discontinuity 
in its first derivative at &T. At first sight this may seem unnatural. However, it 
turns out that there is a close similarity with the problem of finding solutions of 
an ordinary differential equation when the unknown function and its first 
derivative are specified at both end points. In this case two orthogonality 
conditions are needed. Requiring now a solution of (1) and (2) to have both F and 
F' continuous in the whole interval, we show that at least for a range of values of 
the parameters, analogous conditions are necessary and sufficient for the existence 
of a solution. 
We may finally note that even if & , $R , and G are smooth, the solution of the 
system (1) and (2) has discontinuities in its higher derivatives at certain interior 
points of [-7, T]. On the other hand, F(x) gets smoother the further x: is from 
AT in the sense that more and more derivatives become continuous. It is 
interesting that in the electrolyte solution theory problem mentioned above, 
multiples of CY correspond to the averaged positions of molecules. The discon- 
tinuities in derivatives are therefore physically reasonable. 
2 
The first step is to proceed as for the Dirichlet problem and make the boundary 
condition (2) homogeneous. Let + be function continuous on [-T - 01, 7 + a] 
with 4’ and 4” continuous on [-T, T], and equal to dL and +R on [-T - oc, -T] 
and [T, 7 + a], respectively. Set F(x) = f(x) + 4(x). Then evidently f is zero 
on both the intervals in (2). The new problem is then to find a function1 defined 
on [-T, T] with f’ E AC[--7, T] (the set of absolutely continuous functions on 
[-7, T] with derivatives in L,( -7, T)) with f(-T) = f(T) = 0, and which 
satisfies 
h[f”(x) - w”f(x)] = bf(x) + u.(x +- a) - h(x) (-T<X<---T+CX), 
= bf(X) + U[.f(X - CX) +f(X + ‘LX)] - h(X) (-T + 01 -<,X < T - 01), 
= bf(x) + uf(x - a) - h(x) (T - c1 < X < T), (3) 
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where 
h(x) = A[+“@) - w”q+>] - b&x) - u[+ - 4 + +(x + 41 - G(x) 
is a given function inZ2( -7,~). 
(4) 
Denote the usual norm and inner product in H = Z,( -7, T) by /I . /I and 
(., s), respectively, let 9(.), 92(.) and A”(.) be the domain, range, and null space 
of an operator, respectively, and let 2(H) be the set of bounded linear operators 
H---f H. Define the linear operator L by 
g(L) = {f:f’ E Ac[--7, T],f(-T) =f(T) = o}, 
Lf(x) = -f"(x) f w2f(x) (V E %w 
L is evidently an (unbounded) self-adjoint operator and is positive definite. 
It is easy to check that the bounded linear operator B defined as follows is self- 
adjoint. 
H(x) = -m-4 - am + 4 (-7-G<< -~+a), 
= --bf(x) - a[f(x - 4 +f(x + 41 (-T+Ct<X<T-a), 
= --bf(x) - uf(x - a) (T - CL < x < T). 
The problem has thus been reformulated as that of studying the equation 
(AL-B)f=h (j-e g(L), h E H). (5) 
By analogy with the spectrum u( .) and resolvent set p(.) of an operator, let p(L,B) 
denote the set of complex numbers A for which (AZ - B)-l is defined and belongs 
to 9(H), and let u(Z, B) be the complement of p(L, B) in C. Then obviously 
for A E p(Z, B), Eq. (5) h as a unique solution. We examine a(L, 23) and attempt 
to relate it to the parameters occurring in (I), and obtain an estimate for 
jl(AZ - B)-lII in terms of a(Z, B), from which bounds for the solution of (1) 
may be deduced. 
The operator (AZ - B) may be regarded as a perturbation of AZ by B, and 
obviously if B = 0, a(L, B) is just the point h = 0. Since formally (AZ - B) = 
L(AZ - Z-lB) it is easy to see that u(L, B) is contained in a disk of radius 
I/ L-l I/ 11 B jl . However, as L-l and B do not commute Z-IB is not self-adjoint 
and there are difficulties particularly in estimating ]@Z - B)-l jj from a&, B). 
The approach which seems to give the most information in the easiest way is 
based on writing formally 
AL - B = LW(XI - L-WBL-112) LW. 
Now L--1J2BL--1J2 is self-adjoint and the required results may be easily deduced. 
Some properties of L are gathered together in the following lemma. 
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LEMMA 1. The number 
I = inf (Lf,,) = r2/b2 + w2, 
Ilfll=l 
f4(L) 
is strictly positive. Also a(L) C [Z, co) and j/L-l jj = Z-l. L and L-1 have positive 
square roots L112 and L112, respectively, and /I L-II2 11 = E-lj2. Also L1/29(L) = 
.5--1/2H = 9&-V). 
Proof. The first statement follows from the position of the first eigenvalues 
of L. L and L-l are therefore positive and self-adjoint, and the existence of their 
square roots is a consequence of the spectral theorem. Since Llj2 = (L-lj2)-l 
then 9(L1/2) = zS?(L-~/~) = L-l12H, and by a similar argument L1i29(L) = 
L-l12H. 
THEOREM 2. u(L, B) = IJ(L-~/~BL-~/~). Also for X E p(L-1I%L-1/2), 
ll(hL - B)-l 11 < Z-1 jj(hl - L-1/2BL-l/2)-1 I/. 
Proof. If L were bounded the result would be obvious, but a little more care 
seems necessary here. In view of possible applications to the case of a semi- 
infinite interval the fact that L-l and L-1/2 are compact is not used in the proof. 
As h = 0 lies in both sets assume h # 0. Suppose first that h (and so x as 
L-112BL-1/2 is self-adjoint) is in P(L-~/~BL-~/~). Then for any h E H there is an? 
with hJ = L-l12h + L-1/2BL-112& Since L112B(L) = 9(L1/2) each term in this 
equation is in 9(L112), and it follows on application of L1j2 that (hL - B) f = h. 
Thus hL - B and so also ti - B (using the same argument with h replaced by A) 
is surjective. Also 
0 = W(iiL - B)l = JV@L - B)* = &“(AL - B), 
so (X - B) is injective and thus bijective 9(L) + H. Since (hL - B) is closed, 
it has a closed everywhere defined inverse. It follows that (hL - B)-l E S(H) 
and that P(L-~/~BL-~/~) C p(L, B). 
The proof will be complete when the opposite inclusion is established. Sup- 
pose X E p(L, B) and is real (as any h with nonzero imaginary part lies in 
P(L-~I~BL-~I~). Then given any h E H, 3f E 9(L) with (hL - B) f = h. Set 
p = L1i2f, so that as L1i29(L) = 9(L1i2), 3~ 9(L112). Hence 
(hL112 - BL-W) f = ha 
Thus hLr/2 - BL-l12 is a surjection 9(L1/“) + H. It is also injective, for if not 
there is a nonzero f E 9(L1j2) with (AL1/2 - BL-lj2) f = 0. But 9(L’/“) = 
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LY29(L). Hence there is a nonzero g E 3(L) with f = L1/2g, so that 
(AL - B)g = 0, w ic h h contradicts the assumption that X E p(L, B). It follows 
that (LY2 - BL-lj2) is a closed bijection, and its adjoint must have the same 
property. There is therefore a K E ~(JP~) with 
(,l,5V - L-l49 k = h. 
Setting k = L112k we obtain 
(,)J - ,5-WJ3L-W) & = h. 
Thus AZ - L-l12BL-l12 is surjective (and self-adjoint) and so bijective. Hence 
A E p(L-1izBL-1j2). 
The final estimate of the theorem is obtained by a simple formal manipulation. 
This concludes the proof. 
COROLLARY. For jinite 7, L-l and L-l12 aye compact. o(L, B) consists of at 
most a countable injnity of points and is contained in a bounded interval of the real 
axis. If B is positive definite there are an infinite number of points in a(L, B). 
It is obvious that u(L, B) is just the point zero together with those values of 
h for which (LC - B)f = 0 has nonzero solutions, and that the usual Fredholm 
alternative holds. The situation is thus closely analogous to that for a second- 
order ordinary differential equation with the unknown function prescribed to be 
zero at the end points of the range. A difference is that the solutions of 
(a--B)f=Owillh ave discontinuities in their higher derivatives and will not 
therefore be smooth as in the ordinary differential equation case. 
An important objective is to identify a(L, B) in terms of the parameters of (1). 
Except for the following very simple result, it is not obvious how this may be 
done unless further assumptions are made. 
LEMMA 3. u(L, B) is contained in the interval 
[Z-l min{-(2a + b), 0}, Z-l max((2a - b), O)]. 
However, for small a: more can be said. In this case it would be expected that 
a(L, B) will be a small perturbation of the corresponding case when 01 = 0. 
We have, for example: 
LEMMA 4. u(L, B) is contained in the interval 
[-2a&1/z + Z-l min{-(2a + b), O>, 2a&li2 + max{-(2a + b), O}]. 
Proof. Set (Bf, f) = -(b + 2a) jj f Ii2 - al(f), where 
J(f) = j--=f @ + a)fW dx + .c:,,f (x - a)f@) dx - 2 JT If W dx. 
-7 -7 
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A bound forJ(f)/llfllz is required for fe 3(L). Define f on (- 00, CO) by setting 
it zero outside (-7, T). Then f’ E L,( - CO, CO) and 
J(f) = Jrn [f@ + 4 -f(x>lf(4 dx + srn [f(x - 4 -f(4lf(x) dx* -co --co 
Let x[s,.,,l(.) be the characteristic function of the interval [p, ~1. Then 
f(x) -f@ - 4 = jE~Ef'(t) dt = j-1 xre-a.zM'W~ 
Set N4 = xr-+a.,al( z - &Y). Then with f* g denoting the convolution product 
of f and g. 
j jr, [f(x - 4 -f Wlf(4dx j = 1 j-=+) dx j-;f'W ~4 - t>dt 1, 
where II . iI1 denotes the L, norm and the L, -L, inequality for convolution 
products has been used. Since f and f' have supports in [-T, T] the norms may 
be taken to be those of Lz(--T, T). With a similar treatment for the other term 
in J(f) it follows that 
! J(f>l G 2a llf II If II * 
Thus for f E 9(L) and real A, 
I((~ - Wf,f>/llf II2 - 4lf’ ll”/llf II2 + 4 - (b + WI < 2fm II f' Mlf II * 
Since 11 f' ]lz/ll f 11s + w2 > Z, the stated result follows after a little algebra. This 
concludes the proof. 
We conclude by deducing a bound for lI(hL - B)-l II from a(L, B). Set 
M = L-1/213L-1/2. If X E p(M), the spectral mapping theorem shows that the 
spectral radius of (AI - M)-l is 
sup ( x - p 1-i. 
rr~o(M) 
Now u(M) = u(L, B), and since (A1 - M)-l is normal its norm equals its 
spectral radius. The following is an obvious consequence of Theorem 2, and in 
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conjunction with Lemmas 3 and 4 gives a bound for ll(hL - B)-l [j in terms of 
the parameters of the differential difference equation. 
THEOREM 5. For h E p(L, B) 
lI(AL - B)-111 < z-1 sup / h - p I-1. 
uea(L,B) 
3 
The existence of a solution in the sense defined above implies the continuity 
of F on the whole range [-T - 01,~ + a]. Suppose now the “boundary func- 
tions” $L and $R are smooth. Then in general F’ will still be discontinuous at the 
end points 17. For it to be continuous in the whole range it is clearly necessary 
for #L , $R and G to be further restricted, and we now turn to the investigation 
of appropriate conditions. 
As before it is convenient to use Eq. (3), and it is assumed that 45 and & 
have continuous first derivatives on their respective domains of definition. 4 is 
now chosen to satisfy the additional condition that 4’ be continuous on 
E-7 - a, 7 + a]. The requirement of continuous of F and F’ is evidently 
equivalent to the conditions 
f(-T) =f’(-7) =f(T) “f’(T) = 0. 
Define the operator L, by 
g(L,) = {F: f’ E AC(-7, T), f( -T) = f ’(-T) = f(~) = f’(T) = 0}, 
Lof(4 = -f”(x) + ~“f(X) (fE W”)). 
Then L, is a closed symmetric operator and its adjoint has domain 
B(L,*) = (f:f’ E AC(--7, T)>. 
With B defined as before, set T,, = AL, - B so that T,,* == XL,,* - B. The aim 
is therefore to obtain a criterion for TOf = h to have solutions. 
THEOREM 6. Suppose either of the two following conditions holds. 
(i) 1 X j > y(2a + I b I), where an upper bound for y isgiven by Eq. (6) below. 
(ii) For w, a, b, h # O$xed, 01 # 0 is sujkiently small. 
Then .N(T,,*) is two-dimensional. The equation T,,f = h has a solution if and only 
if h 1 M(T,,*), and in this case the solution is unique. 
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Proof. The equation T,,*f = h is equivalent to 
If(x) - KBf(x) = p cash wx + 4 sinh wx + Kh(x), 
where K is defined by 
Kg(x) = u-l 
I 
’ sinh w(x - t) g(t) dt, 
0 
(5) 
and p, q E @. It is easy to show that 
y = /I K 11 < (2~4-~ [cash 2~7 - 1 - 2~~7~3~‘~ (w > o>, 
< .s/61J2 GJJ = Oh 
(6) 
and that II B // < 2a + I b / . Thus if (i) holds II KB I[ < / h / and Eq. (5) has a 
solution, and it follows that W(T,,*) = H. Evidently KBf (x) = o(x) as x + 0. 
Hence T,*f = 0 has exactly two linearly independent solutions, (corresponding 
to p = 1, q = 0 and p L= 0, q = 1). Therefore M(T,,*) is two-dimensional. 
Since 9(T,*) is closed so is L%Y(T,,) so that B?(T,) = N(T,,*)“. This proves 
existence for g _L M(T*). Also, H = W(T,*) = M(T,,) and the uniqueness 
follows. 
To show that the result also holds for small a the differential difference equa- 
tion is rearranged as 
Nf’W - 4Wl + LB + (2a + b) rlf (4 = h(x), 
where Q2 = w2 + P(2a f b). In order to simplify the details suppose that G 
is real and nonzero. Now define K as before but with w replaced by Q. Then the 
argument of the first part of the proof will hold if it can be shown that 
11 K[B + (2~ $- b) 1111 tends to zero as a--+ 0. To prove this, extend f to (- cc, co) 
by setting it zero outside [-T, T]. Then 
s 
’ sinh Q(x - t) [f(t + a) -f(t)] dt 
0 
= 2 sinh &?a 
s 
3c ash Q(x - t - +a) f (t) dt 
0 
+ J-;+m - Rsinh Q(x - t + a) f (t) dt. 
Since f has support in [-T, ~1 it follows after using Schwarz’s inequality 
jj K[B + (2~ + b) IllI < 11 f II 452~[2 sinh +5201 + cP2] ecaT+OL)o. 
This proves the result as the right-hand side of this inequality tends to zero as 
cd --t 0. 
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COROLLARY. With the assumptions of the theorem let & and +!J~ be linearly 
independent solutions of T,,*f = 0. The system (1) and (2) will have a solution 
F with F and F’ continuous on [--‘T - a, 7 + a] ;f and only if 
$‘(7) ?bi(T> - 4(T) A’(4 - 4’(-4 #Jd-> + cc-> A’(-) 
(7) 
+ L, -T-E$(x - a) t&(x) dx + JT 4(x + a) &(x) dx + f +i(x) G(x) dx = 0, 7-a -7 
fey i = 1 and 2, when the solution is unique. 
Under the conditions of the theorem, the homogeneous form of the differential 
difference equation (3) without boundary conditions has exactly two fundamental 
solutions. Also, conditions (7) are analogous to the usual orthogonality relations 
for an ordinary differential equation. There is thus a close similarity with this 
case. This holds if 1 h 1 is large; it is also true if 01 is small, when the equation can 
be regarded as approximately the same as the ordinary differential equation 
obtained by setting a: = 0. Unfortunately, it is not clear what the position is for 
general nonzero h. 
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